Constraining the Transitive-Unaccusative Alternation
A fundamental question facing any adequate analysis of the transitive-unaccusative alternation is:
"what captures the set of alternating verbs?" (e.g. John broke the window / the window broke). A
widely held generalization suggests that this set is defined as the set of verbs whose external
argument corresponds to a cause role (or is in the specifier position of a syntactic cause head). More
specifically, external arguments of transitives in the set are causally responsible for the occurrence
of the event; the sun melted the ice is understood to mean the sun caused the ice to melt (Levin &
Rappaport-Hovav 1995, Reinhart 2002). The distinctive property of the cause role is thematic
underspecification: agents, natural forces or instruments are all acceptable, as shown in (1):
(1)

a. Walter / the heat / the candle melted the ice.

b. The ice melted.

In this talk, I show that the above generalization (that the external argument corresponds to a cause
role) is a necessary but not sufficient condition for capturing the set of alternating verbs and present
a variety of empirical evidence showing that current accounts fail to predict some systematic cases
of lack of alternation (for a few examples, see (2)-(8) on p. 2). As such, the hypothesis that the
presence of a cause role captures the set leads to overgeneration. For instance, Levin & RappaportHovav (1995), Reinhart (2002) and Horvath & Siloni (2010) argue that the unaccusative is formed
from the transitive by reduction of a cause role. Such views predict output of nonexistent
unaccusatives, contrary to facts (see (2)-(5) on p.2). Furthermore, the opposite view fares no better:
if the transitive is derived from the unaccusative by causativization (Pesetsky 1995, Embick 1997,
Ramchand 2006, Harley 2008, Pylkkänen 2008 and Marantz 2009), nonexistent input feeds the
resultant transitive.
I claim that what has been loosely referred to as "change-of-state" is also a necessary condition for
the alternation. Since "change" is noncommittal terminology, I pursue a rigorous definition of states
and changes of states. I argue that it is meaningless to speak of the different states, or of result
states, in which the object may be, if one cannot compare the states against one another and
determine how they differ. In other words, to perceive a discernible state of an object, one must
also have comparison between states. Formally, the verb induces scalar structure, and a change of
state is a scalar change (i.e., a certain measured value of the object changed from v1 at t1 to v2 at t2
along the relevant dimension).
My novel contribution is the observation that causation and scalar structure interact: causation in
the presence of a scalar structure is necessarily interpreted as bringing about a scalar change (a
change-of-state). By contrast, causing a result state without entailing a scalar change is impossible.
Adapting from Beavers (2008) and Levin & Rappaport-Hovav (2010), I take unaccusatives to denote
scalar properties and unergatives to denote non-scalar properties. Now, if a verb denotes a scalar
property, then a value v1 of the object along the relevant dimension identifies the object in time t1,
such that the object is in state s1. A standard counterfactual analysis of causation (see Dowty 1979)
dictates that if the causing event hadn't occurred, the object wouldn't have been in state s1, that is,
it would have a different, comparable value, v0, and be in a different, comparable state, s0.
Consequently, a scalar change is entailed. Importantly, the reasoning hinges on the presence of
comparable states; causation is not similarly constrained if scalar structure is absent, as will be
shown for the case of unergatives.
Recapitulating, causation and scalar structure are two independent semantic factors relevant to
argument realization. An interpretation of scalar change (loosely labeled as "change-of-state") is a
necessary condition for unaccusatives to exhibit a causative alternate. In the inverse direction,
causation is attested independently of the alternation: a transitive with an external cause role lacks
an unaccusative alternate if its object does not undergo a scalar change. The above discussion has
direct theoretical implications: notions of scalarity (and scalar changes) must figure in
representations of argument structure. In what follows, I present several types of evidence, in order
to establish the following: no scalar change  no transitive-unaccusative alternation.

Evidence #1: transitives with a changeless direct object. The sentences in (2)-(5) below
demonstrate that a lack of any change (and consequently, a lack of scalar change) in the direct
object blocks the unaccusative alternate. The external argument of these transitives is thematically
underspecified: the hallmark of a cause role (the same phenomenon is manifested in Hebrew and
French). Here are four relevant classes with a few representative verbs:
Class 1: verbs of description: describe, represent, demonstrate, illustrate, spell out, mark, indicate…
(2)

a. John / the war / the unjust taxes represented the weakness of our society.
b. *The weakness of our society represented.

Class 2: verbs of guarantee: guarantee, justify, warrant, confirm, disprove, refute, contradict…
(3)

a. John / the voyage / the state of affairs guaranteed the payment.
b. *The payment guaranteed.

Class 3: stationary object verbs.
Subclass I: verbs of crossing: cross, traverse, reach…
Subclass II: verbs of surface contact: touch, support, caress…
Subclass III: verbs of attack and defend: attack, defend, protect…
Others: encircle, frame, surround, isolate, occupy…
(4)

a. John / the kitchen / the machine occupied the ground floor of the dwelling.
b. *The ground floor of the dwelling occupied.
c. John / the weather conditions / the walls protected the city. d. *The city protected.
e. John / the river / the airplane crossed the desert.
f. *The desert crossed.

Class 4: Others: demand, require, regulate, risk, endanger, commemorate…
(5)

a. John / the job / the machine required our collaboration.
b. *Our collaboration required.

Evidence #2: verbs of existence crosslinguistically lack transitive alternates (e.g. exist, dwell, wait,
live…). A mirror image of the previous examples, these unaccusatives do not denote change (but
have a scalar, comparable property: existence). The absence of corresponding transitives cannot be
explained by their stativity alone, since stative unergatives and transitives show causative alternates.
(6)

English Hebrew

Spanish

Italian

French

Russian

(a)

Exist

kayam

existir

Esistere

exister

sushhestvovat’

(b)

Live

xay

vivir

Vivere

vivre

zhit’

(c)

Wait

xika; himtin

esperar

attendere

attendre

zhdat’; ozhidat’

Evidence #3: Fill-type verbs. Verbs such as fill, cover and obstruct, in their transitive use, have two
readings: a reading of a scalar change and a stative one. In accordance with the hypothesis, there is
an unaccusative alternate only for the scalar change reading:
(7)

a. The water filled the pool. (The amount of water increased/is constant)
b. The pool filled (with water). (The amount of water increased/*is constant)

Evidence #4: Bloom-type verbs. Unaccusatives such as bloom, blossom or sprout are a mirror image
of fill-type verbs: in their intransitive use, they have two readings: a reading of a scalar change and a
stative one. Reinforcing the hypothesis, the transitive corresponds only to the scalar change reading:
(8)

a. The cactus bloomed (for two days). (the cactus changed / was in bloom)
b. Bright sun bloomed the cactus. (the cactus changed / *was in bloom)

